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Amenities including shops, cafes, bars, restaurants can be found on nearby Western Road with
Brighton City centre and Mainline railway station within easy reach.

Oozing charm and history this home really is a hidden treasure by the sea. Nestled amongst
fisherman's cottages , this lovely property is located in a quiet street off the seafront.

The cottage itself boasts circa 1400 square feet and spans 4 floors. The ground floor is light bright
and airy .The cosy reception room is a great space to relax and unwind. Features include bow fronted
windows and original painted wooden floor boards. This room leads into the kitchen. There is ample
space to cook and dine and it is fitted with a comprehensive range of matching wall units and
integrated appliances.

The first floor has a large double bedroom and family bathroom. From here, doors access onto a quite
lovely roof top garden. This really is the piece de resistance! With root top views, there is plenty of
room to entertain as well as quietly relax in this surprisingly tranquil space. The top floor has two
additional bedrooms one of which has quite lovely direct sea views.

Finally , there is what can be best described as a self contained studio room. Featuring a large double
bedroom, ensuite as well as some outdoor space this is a perfect room for guests and lodgers alike.

Norfolk Street is a gem of a property. In short, a must see!
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What the owner says......

Imagine rolling out of bed and into the sea on a sunny morning .

Imagine seeing the sunset grabbing the bbq and heading 50 steps to the beach.

Imagine friendly neighbours who look out for you and your property.

Imagine parties on the terrace or in the four stories of this house

This area has a community vibe in the centre of town.

If any of this is what you are after then this is the house for you.
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